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About Deep Economy 

This book does two things at once. One is to explain why we need Deep Economy (at least, the 
top ten reasons). The other is to explain what this Deep Economy thing is. Because it’s quite 
different from anything else that’s currently around, any explanation of what-it-is often evokes 
some curiosity about why-it’s-like-that. Why this overall approach? Why this component (and 
why in this way)? Why this combination of components? Why these levels? … So any 

introduction to Deep Economy naturally combines what with why. 

After a brief description of where this work originated, the current section – ‘About Deep 
Economy’ – is mainly concerned with the ‘what’. It approaches the ‘what’ at an introductory 

level and from a number of different viewpoints. Is Deep Economy an economic system, an 
economic theory, or a method for socioeconomic transformation? Is it an individual practice 
(for example, reading and reflecting)? Or is it a group activity (e.g. dialogue and community 
action)? This section’s broad introduction is meant to provide a foundational background for 
subsequent chapters. These chapters then go further into the reasons behind Deep Economy’s 

approach and structure. They also expand on introductory content to give a fuller sense of 
what Deep Economy is. 

The Origins of Deep Economy 

Historically, Deep Economy began with three questions. Can we create an economy expressing 
the values of dignity, security, creativity, and true prosperity? If we can, how is it to be done? 
And when can we expect to realize an economy of this kind? 

In exploring the can-how-when trinity, it became necessary to develop a ‘deep’ approach. This 
means an approach to economy that is based on the fundamental, root causes of economic 
experience, past, present, and future. In fact, the ‘deep’ part of Deep Economy’s name comes 

from a dedication to examination at this most basic level. To give some concrete indication of 
what ‘deep’ and ‘fundamental’ actually mean, Deep Economy draws repeatedly on specific 
views about the nature of the reality we inhabit, about humankind’s true identity, and about the 
ultimate purpose of this Universe. (The fact that Deep Economy is entwined with these issues 
should establish its unique stance. Why this unique, ‘deep’, stance is useful – in fact, vital – is 
the subject matter of most of the rest of this book.) 

Once we take a sufficiently deep approach, it becomes possible to answer the three original 
questions. Yes, we can create a new kind of society and economy (actually, not only ‘we can’, 

but also, ‘we will’). The ‘how’ begins with the further development and explicit application of 
the deep approach. And the ‘when’ calls for a focus beyond most current lifetimes – Deep 
Economy uses the year 2100 A.D. as a reference point. (Note that Deep Economy answers the 
‘can we’ question without fully specifying the ‘how’. This unusual feature – asserting result 
without explaining method – will be explored throughout the rest of the book. For the moment, 
observe the implication that Deep Economy must include the creation of the full ‘how’.) 

The ‘Deep’ Aspect: Spirituality or Science? 

Mentioning ‘reality’, ‘identity’ and especially ‘purpose’ might set some alarm bells 

ringing.  The default interpretation of scientific materialism claims that ‘the more we 

understand the Universe, the more meaningless it appears’. If so, talking about purpose is itself 
a meaningless act! Similarly, many interpretations of science claim that we more-or-less know 
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what reality is, already. (Spacetime, elementary particles, atoms, and so on.) And identity? 
Molecules, DNA, brains … – again, pretty much already understood. 

Although I won’t explain any (or even many) of the details in this short book, Deep 
Economy denies conventional, materialist views of reality, identity, and purpose. At the same 
time, it fully embraces the content of the main theories of modern science. This is possible if 
we say (roughly) that both molecule-explained stuff and other things are going on here. That 
reality contains both conventional spacetime and other active, connected dimensions. And that 
although a solely-material Universe would indeed be meaningless, the larger, not-just-matter, 
Universe that we actually inhabit is purpose-full. 

This kind of ‘embrace-and-transcend’1 move with respect to scientific theory makes it possible 
to define a vision of a bigger reality. This vision is still coherent with most of modern 
science (apart from materialist science’s assertion that ‘everything’s made of molecules’, 

loosely speaking). However, making such a move also renders an infinite number of more 
complex realities potentially true. For example, we could imagine that our Universe is standard 
materialist reality plus the ability to manifest food and houses ‘at will’. Which would solve all 
economic problems at a stroke! This point emphasizes that any approach to economics is at 
the same time an approach to reality. And our view of reality must profoundly affect our view 
of economic potential. Deep Economy takes the stance that our current reality is far more 
complex (and interesting) than standard scientific materialism would have us believe. But 
it's still severely constrained as compared to, say, the ‘food and houses at will’ possibility. 

One way to summarize all this is to say that Deep Economy is based on a ‘Deep Reality’ 

theory. The latter can be seen as a precise and rigorous union of modern science with certain 
core features of non-dual spiritual approaches. (Personally, I have a bit of a problem with 
division of theories into ‘science’ and ‘spirituality’. This division already privileges ‘science’ 

as the theory-of-what’s-really-going-on … but that’s a story for another book!) Alternatively, 

Deep Reality can be described as one candidate for the next stage of science’s evolution. For 

those who care about such things, Deep Economy’s expansion of scientific theory into a richer 
context is done in a very careful way. This is important: if it’s done wrong, it’ll end up 

generating an economics that’s divorced from physical realities. That will result in an economy 
that simply doesn’t work. 

Deep Economy: System, Theory, or Transformational Method? 

An economic system is a way that economy is conducted in practice, often characterized by 
reference to its laws, regulations, and the role of government. (For example, laissez-faire 
capitalism or a command economy). An economic theory is an abstract analysis of economic 
activity that may recommend one kind of economic system or another. A transformational 
method is a means of moving from one system to another. Transformational methods often use 
a theory to motivate or to manage the move that they’re concerned with. 

So which of these (if any) is Deep Economy? The first thing to say is: it’s not a finished, 

complete, ‘product’. It’s a work-in-progress that's firmly fixed on the creation of a new kind of 
economy, infused with values of dignity, security, creativity, and true prosperity. (I’ll keep 

                                                 
1 What I described in the previous paragraph was actually ‘deny and embrace’, not ‘embrace and transcend’. These 
are the same, when the denial of a closed boundary results in a transcendence of the related limitation. 
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repeating this value-set at various points in the book.  These values are a stable, fixed 
component of Deep Economy even as it evolves – a kind of guiding-star that doesn’t move.) 

The next thing to say is that Deep Economy definitely includes a transformational method, 
although ‘initiative’ or ‘activity’ might be better words than ‘method’. Given that we don’t yet 

have the kind of economy we want, we need to change it. Deep Economy aims to play a 
powerful part in catalyzing and navigating that process of change. This is a long-term activity. 
(Recall the reference date of 2100). And it has a number of moving parts. (For example, we’ve 

already seen it involves investigating reality, as well as economy.) 

Moving on, Deep Economy also definitely includes theory components, although these are 
under active development. (They might even evolve continuously, right up to the realization-
date of our target economy!) For example, I’ve already mentioned a Deep Reality theory that’s 

part of Deep Economy’s foundations. Then there are a number of sketches of how mainstream 
economic theory could be re-worked. These start from a Deep Reality viewpoint rather than 
from a materialist belief-system (which is the mainstream’s current foundation). Perhaps most 
significantly at this early stage, there’s another body of theory supporting the transformational 

process. Given a value-set, how in principle do we go about manifesting those values? 

Finally, Deep Economy doesn’t currently prefer one specific economic system. (In fact, 
preliminary analysis suggests that almost any system could work, depending on the 
context. This analysis emphasizes that the embodied states-of-consciousness in humanity as a 
whole are a critical contextual factor for system-selection.) As things develop – in terms of 
both the state-of-the-world and our theoretical understandings – transition to one system or 
another (or some specific collection of systems) might become a Deep Economy goal. But it’s 

too early to make those kinds of recommendations, right now. 

A Co-created Method-Theory for Co-creating a New Kind of Economy 

It should be apparent from what I’ve so far that Deep Economy is a collection of things. And 
almost all of them are works-in-progress. (One clear exception to that is the value-list, which 
is fixed). I should make it clear that I don’t ‘personally own’ Deep Economy. I see myself as a 
kind of servant/guardian/advocate for a trajectory that’s ‘wanting to emerge’, so to speak. At 

this stage, my goal is to connect with others who are drawn to the same trajectory. This group 
will then co-create Deep Economy’s theory-base/transformational-method/economic-system 
as a group. (So the group itself is also one of the things that Deep Economy ‘is’, or includes.) 

Let’s unpack that goal a bit. Our current collective direction needs the introduction of some 
new factors, to get to the kind of economy we want. Equivalently, Deep Economy assumes that 
we have to actively co-create that economy. (‘Co-creation’ is essentially a form of group 

innovation.) Here I’m stating that Deep Economy’s ‘transformational method’ (see the 

previous subsection) is co-creation. And I said in the last paragraph that my goal is to co-create 
this transformational-method. So we’re going to co-create a means of co-creation! If this all 
seems a little abstract, all I’m saying is this. Deep Economy is a community activity, involving 
the community itself in the specification and invention of what the community does next. 

You may recall I said earlier that “Deep Economy must include the creation of the ‘how’”. Here 

I’m saying that this creation has to be a community project, a co-creation. There are many 
reasons for this. But the simplest are: this project is way too important to leave to the inevitable 
errors of a single mind. And way too big to leave to the capacity of a single mind. 
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Figure 1. ‘Deep Economy is’ … ‘People doing Stuff to get Somewhere’! Starting in the top-right 
corner, Deep Economy is oriented towards a particular Future. One typical description of this future is: 
‘A new economic world-order, which realizes values of security, dignity, creativity, and true 
prosperity’.  

Moving to the left of the image, this Future calls to a collection of People. Particularly significant sub-
groups are a Community who are interested in networked, group-based, participation, and solo 
practitioners who follow a more solitary path.  

The people involved with Deep Economy participate in a variety of Activities (upper middle). Capacity 
Development upgrades the ability of individuals and groups to work towards the envisioned future. 
Capacities are deployed both in conventional ways (e.g. outreach projects) and via less orthodox 
channels (e.g. vision-holding, deep dialogue, and transformational art). 

The central flow of ‘people doing stuff to get somewhere’ (People, Activities, Future) is supported by 
a collection of Theory, Data, and Models (lower middle). Of course, this collection isn’t really separate 
from the ‘people’, the ‘doing stuff’, or the ‘somewhere’. For example, ‘people’ are changed by exposure 
to new data and theories. Theories are actively developed – and criticized – by other people: there’s 

explicit ‘doing’ involved. And shifting the theories, models, and data that people employ in the world 
at large – either explicitly or implicitly – is a significant part of getting ‘somewhere’. 

A particularly significant component of the Theory-Data-Models collection is the ‘Deep Reality’ 

worldview. This piece touches all of the other strands of Deep Economy, in one way or another. For 
example, it supports the view that the envisioned Future is attainable. It explains why the suggested 
Activities can have significant impact. It suggests the kinds of data that are especially relevant to 
navigating our future – and how these kinds of data can be collected. And so on. The ‘deep’ part of 

Deep Economy’s name points to a fundamental, root cause examination of how we create our economic 
experiences. Deep Reality anchors one part of this stance. Of course, an orientation to the fundamental 
has to be lived by People in their Activities, too! 
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Personal Practice or Group Activity? 

Traditionally, figuring out how to approach economy is more-or-less a solo activity. Have some 
life experience. Read a few books. Maybe take some college courses. Mix-and-repeat. Result? 
An individual view on what economy is, on what it can (or should) be, how to get ‘there’ (if 

we can), and how to personally participate. I’d call this solo journey a personal practice, as 
opposed to a collective enquiry. Certainly, like-minded folks tend to group 
together after having decided what economy is, and should be. (But it’s not clear that these 

groups are meant to support genuine, ongoing enquiry.) 

What I’ve tried to outline so far is a different approach. It’d go something like this. Convene a 

group of people who share a vision for economy (dignity, security, and so on), and who are 
prepared to experiment relative to some common (‘deep’) view of reality. Then, use collective 

interactions to help identify the next set of steps that need to be taken to realize the vision. 
Execute those steps. Repeat-until-done. (Meaning: until the vision becomes reality). 

This might suggest that Deep Economy is primarily a group or collective activity. In turn, you 
may think that people have to ‘join’ Deep Economy, to participate or contribute. However, that 
kind of conclusion would be wrong. Collective interactions are a vital part of the co-creation 
of both transformational method and future economy. But solo/individual paths make equally-
vital contributions. For example, skeptical criticism plays an important part in keeping any 
serious social enterprise honest. As another, related, example, deep community-participation 
can sometimes obscure critical features. Communal energies can create filters that block clear 
perception, or encourage forms of group-think. Solo practitioners can provide data and insights 
that are free of these kinds of bias. 

What are the Components of Deep Economy Participation? 

In summary, so far I’ve said that Deep Economy is a network of people, acting both 
individually and collectively. This community co-creates a new economy and co-creates the 
method for that co-creation. Deep Economy also has a theory-base with a few different 
parts. A view of Deep Reality. Hypotheses about how co-creation works. And analyses of how 
various economic systems might work in a range of contexts. (These can help with figuring out 
which system(s) we should be aiming for.) Another piece I haven’t mentioned yet is an 

assessment of where the planet is right now on relevant Deep Reality and Deep 
Economy measures. This is obviously-useful data for navigating a transformational trajectory 
from current-state to future-target. 

Given all that: what does Deep Economy participation mean in practical terms? What are the 
actions and activities? For simplicity, let’s identify three different roles: ‘producer’ (generating 

data, developing theories, and so on), ‘user’ (implementing theory, for example to advance the 

planet towards the new economy), and ‘critic’ (assessing e.g. the descriptive accuracy of theory 
and data, or the integrity of the overall group dynamic). Each of these roles might involve a mix 
of activities. Data collection, reading, and writing. Introspection. Solo or group 
visualization. Deep listening, and generative dialogue. Transformational art, and specific 
outreach projects or activities. (Please refer to Figure 1 for a picture of all this.) 

Enough of the ‘what’ (for now). Let’s move on towards why all this is necessary. In particular, 
why do we need a ‘deep’ approach to economy? 
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About This eBook 
This book is structured into three sections. Part I, ‘The World in 2100’, discusses concrete 
global issues in ecology, society, economy, and technology that are vital to the long-term future 
of our planet as a whole (Chapters 1 to 5). Part II, ‘Your Personal Flourishing’, moves to a 
more local scale in space and time, addressing two major components of individual wellbeing 
(Chapters 6 and 7). Part III, ‘Impersonal Goods’, covers more abstract qualities such as peace 
and empowerment, which are beneficial to all beings at all times (Chapters 8 to 10). 

Chapters are largely independent of each other, and can be read in any order. 

Chapter 1, ‘Environment’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to preserve a habitable 
planet. This Chapter also introduces Part I’s thematic argument, that the 21st century will be an 
extraordinary crucible for the transformation of human consciousness, collective and 
individual, and that successfully navigating this transformation will require deep approaches. 

Chapter 2, ‘Society’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to establish basic societal 
values of dignity and equality, and to make further, sustainable, progress on poverty. 

Chapter 3, ‘Creativity’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to support and nurture 
perhaps our most vital resource, the human capacity to create the new and truly useful. 

Chapter 4, ‘Globalization’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to overcome the 
challenges of creating a stable and benevolent One-World economic system. 

Chapter 5, ‘Automation’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to reap the highest 
potential of the currently-emerging wave of automation, to create a post-scarcity economy that 
genuinely benefits all life. 

Chapter 6, ‘Prosperity’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to propagate the kind of 
true prosperity that balances money and meaning, because meaning is an inherently ‘deep’ 

construction, as are the resources needed to navigate its alleged division from money. 

Chapter 7, ‘Enlightenment’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to most effectively 
advance the enlightenment of humankind, because ‘spiritual’ and ‘worldly’ development 
cannot be basically separated, in Deep Reality. 

Chapter 8, ‘Purpose’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to realize humankind’s 

collective purpose, by re-orienting our collective attention away from a dominant focus on 
material accumulation and towards uncovering the existential connectedness of Life. 

Chapter 9, ‘Power’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to generate true economic 
empowerment, because authentic power is an attribute of True Self, situated in Deep Reality. 

Chapter 10, ‘Peace’, argues that we need Deep Economy in order to bring peace in the arena of 
economy, because the roots of violence (of all kinds) occur at a fundamental level. 

The Afterword offers some much-needed context about ‘need’-based messages, as well some 
important information about relaxing into a choice of participating (or not) in Deep Economy, 
regardless of ‘arguments’ that this book advances. 

For more on the Deep Economy initiative, please visit www.thedeepeconomy.com.  
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Part I: The World in 2100 
Part I (Chapters 1 to 5) discusses global themes in the areas of environment, inequality, poverty, 
societal polarization, innovation, globalization, and automation. How each of these themes 
progresses individually will play a pivotal role in determining the world we’ll have in the year 

2100. Each theme does need dedicated, expert focus, if we are to realize our highest collective 
potential. That’s one reason for allocating individual chapters to individual themes. Each 
distinct topic has some of its own unique structure, requiring its own spotlight. 

But there’s also a great danger in splitting-issues-up as a fundamental strategy, and only trying 
to deal with them one-by-one. For example, consider the scenario where a collection of 
‘individual’ issues share a common, deep, origin. Sometimes, this origin can only be 
discovered by looking at all of the issues together, simultaneously. As an illustration of this 
point, imagine a colored cube suspended in the middle of a room. There are six separate 
‘windows’, one on each of the four walls, with two more on floor and ceiling. Each window 

will ‘see’ the underlying structure (the cube) as a differently-colored square2. It’s only by sitting 

with the contradictory insights of the six windows that the actual deep-structure will emerge. 

One basic motivation for a ‘deep’ approach to economy is as an antidote for a ‘shallow’, 

materialist, approach to reality. Materialism asserts that splitting issues up and analyzing them 
one-by-one is completely safe. For example, in a materialist worldview, every form of 
spirituality is a sort of childish delusion. So these narratives are first split off from science-as-
‘truth’, and then buried. This is a disaster if, as Deep Economy claims, it’s the so-called 
‘spiritual’ viewpoint that’s actually critical for success in any significant socioeconomic 

domain. But Deep Economy doesn’t make the mistake of marginalizing the scientific in order 

to recover the spiritual. The core insights of science are equally vital. In summary, Part I (and 
most of the rest of the book) illustrates an approach to economy that doesn’t split science and 
spirituality. 

However, Part I points to another kind of holism that’s just as important as the science-
spirituality unification. Even if we use a unification-based economic theory, it might be 
tempting to approach the issues ‘out there’ in the world one-by-one. For example, given the 
apparently-overwhelming scale of each topic individually, it seems just plain sensible to try to 
deal with environment separately from automation. Or poverty independently of creativity. An 
underlying theme of Part I is that this kind of basic fragmentation must be avoided. We need to 
contact and channel the energies and emotions that arise when we look on the scale of the 
challenge as a whole. It’s precisely because the landscape as a whole looks impossible that 
some of us need to look upon it, at least occasionally. Finding a way to avoid complete collapse 
in the face of what is both essential but apparently-impossible, we summon those aspects of 
ourselves that are capable of the impossible. 

So please don’t mistake Part I’s single-chapter/single-topic structure as a sign of support for a 
strategy-of-division. Chapter 1’s first paragraph names the amazing opportunity that the 
“cauldron of pressures” will offer. Let’s not miss this opportunity, by thinking that breaking 

the cauldron into isolated pieces is the only strategy for success. If boiling some water is a 
crucial need, fragmentation of that kind would clearly be a recipe for disaster. 

                                                 
2 The cube is suspended so its faces run parallel to the walls, floor and ceiling of a rectangular room. 
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1. Environment 
Part I is concerned with the growing combination of environmental, social, economic, and 
technological pressures. These will overwhelm humankind, unless there’s a profound and 

widespread shift in human consciousness. This is not a new claim. But Deep Economy also 
offers an innovative reverse-form. Because humankind will not in fact be overwhelmed by 
these pressures, this century will be seen in hindsight as the time of the Great Beginning. The 
21st century was the period in which the shift in consciousness did arise. In this view, 
the cauldron of pressures is a gift we’ve been given, to help with the transformation of 
consciousness. This is an opportunity that humankind can and will successfully embrace, 
rather than a threat that we should live in fear of. 

Let’s set other social and economic issues, for a moment, and focus on ecology. Even taken in 
isolation, the collection of environmental challenges seems rather daunting, by themselves. I'll 
limit the list to just a few major themes. There’s the depletion of non-renewable resources. 
Then there's the rapid extinction of non-human species. Finally we have a pollution problem 
that includes man-made climate change. In the worst case, climate change could lead to 
extinction of humanity, as well as most of the rest of life on Earth. (Or, all of it). 

Let’s continue the drill-down process, and focus on climate change alone. Arguably, we 
don’t know how bad this problem is. For this short discussion, let’s just consider the scenario 
where it’s far, far worse than the IPCC’s worst imaginings. (I’m not saying I know this scenario 

to be true. I’m saying, it can’t be ruled out, so it’s rational to think about how to address it.) 

Let’s look at “some of the most dire predictions of climate change”3.  These “entail the near-
term extinction of most species on earth, humanity with them”. According to these predictions 
“Earth has already passed the tipping point into catastrophic climate change. Even if we 
eliminated all fossil fuels right now, that wouldn’t be enough to arrest runaway warming.” 

What are we to do with these kinds of ‘dire’ predictions? One approach, obviously, is to give 

up and go to Youtube for some distraction! But what if we’re able to hold to Deep Economy’s 

view that humankind will successfully navigate even these kinds of scenarios? Then we’re led 

to the following question. How could we be ‘successful’, if we’re already committed to a path 
that seems to end inevitably in runaway warming?! We’d need some sort of magical 
intervention, to create the kind of success that has any meaning! 

Perhaps the magical is indeed required. However, as author and scientist Arthur C. 
Clarke observed, “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”  In 
this context, I’d like to introduce a new definition of Deep Economy.  ‘Deep Economy is 
a technology for advancing the frontiers of human co-creative power, and for employing the 
fullest available version of that power, to realize the highest potential for global economy.’ 

Does this mean that Deep Economy could be part of a solution to worst-case climate scenarios? 
Or is that just wishful, ‘magical’, thinking?! Let’s look at just one possible response, if the 

kinds of predictions mentioned above are indeed ahead of us. Assume that the “laws of 

physics” remain unchanged. Assume we can find an effective way of emptying greenhouse 
gases from the atmosphere. Then imagine we can shift collective economic behavior a lot.  

                                                 
3 http://charleseisenstein.net/by-their-fruits-ye-shall-know-them/ 

http://charleseisenstein.net/by-their
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Figure 3. The Observer’s State powerfully affects Influence and Outcome, in Deep Reality. The 
feelings, understandings, values and interpretation of a participant affect their ability to influence. Of 
course, this is true in every realistic worldview. Materialism, for example, says that feelings are more-
or-less reducible to molecular brain-states. These molecular states then affect other brain-states, and 
determine the movements of body-molecules, in speech and action. Materialism also claims that 
molecules-acting-on-molecules is the only mode of influence available to humankind. In contrast, Deep 
Reality identifies a number of other channels through which the state of the observer affects influence 
and outcome. For example, emotional states may exist as subtle energies that can have a direct impact 
on the situation, over and above the observer’s words-and-actions. According to a Deep Reality 
worldview, the activity and impact of these Deep channels are significantly determined by the 
observer’s interpretations of their own Identity, and of inhabited Reality and its basic Purpose. 

 

Best-case result? Economic activity plus emptying-technology creates a net negative- 
emissions trajectory. Coming up with ways to do the first part (“emptying”) is a technological 

problem. I’ll argue in Chapter 3 that we ultimately need a Deep Economy setting to foster 
the creativity necessary for this kind of innovation. But funding and adopting a carbon-
emptying technology, and changing collective behavior, are social-transformation problems 
(Figure 3). These seem much more intractable than the development of technology, at present. 

Now let’s look at Deep Economy as a technology to help with the social-change challenge. By 
definition, technology is the art of using systemic understanding to design and construct 
successful interventions. (In the material realm, this means ‘using science to design and 
construct successful machines’.)  Deep Economy’s contribution to social-change technology 
is a new approach to conflict situations. At best, the kind of psycho-spiritual interventions we 
have right now go like this. One side in any conflict are basically-good people who have been 
corrupted by unfortunate circumstances, into behaving in a way that creates and perpetuates 
problems. For example, take climate change. ‘One side’ are greedy, self-serving, oil-company  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 4. Two Prevalent Interpretations of Social Dynamics. (a) ‘The present is the result of a sinful 
past. Therefore, at least some of the participants in the social system are profoundly guilty. 
Appropriately, the future will hand out punishment to the guilty.’ According to Deep Economy, this 
interpretation or worldview tends to create a future suffused with conflict. Notably, the idea that we are 
all sinners who deserve retribution from a punitive God is in conflict with Truth (Chapter 2). (b) ‘The 
past could have been different. Unfortunately, it wasn’t. Unfortunate circumstances for one or more 

participants create an unfortunate present. Perhaps the future will still be mistaken, or unfortunate? Who 
knows!’ According to Deep Economy, this interpretation tends to create a future suffused with 
confusion. The softer projection of this worldview [compared with (a)] doesn’t necessarily conflict with 

Truth. But it contains the idea that ‘the Truth might be true’ – almost the definition of confusion! 
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executives. These people unfortunately became enrolled in one of capitalism’s most destructive 

narratives. Of course, this sort of view is an advance on the ‘inherently and irredeemably evil 
crowd who will burn in hell for their sins’ interpretation (Figure 4). But it still makes reality 
subtly wrong. (‘If only it weren’t for the circumstances that brought this state into being’.)  This 
wrongness frequently gets projected onto the oil-company executives (resulting in enhanced 
resistance in these folks). Sometimes it's projected onto activists who are trying to bring about 
positive transformation (thus reducing their effectiveness). Often, both projections happen! 

Deep Economy calls for a different understanding. No-one involved in the current situation is 
‘wrong’, and the current situation could not actually have been any better than it is. The ‘evil-
doers’ (or the ‘unfortunately corrupted’) are out-picturing one side of a deep psycho-spiritual 
conflict, precisely in order that this dynamic can be healed. Attacking them, however subtly, 
for doing this simply repeats and deepens the wounded dynamic! But noticing and avoiding 
subtle attack, and doing something different instead, requires a new approach. This is the heart 
of Deep Economy’s ‘social technology’ (Figure 5). (Going through all the required nuances of 
its execution is beyond the scope of this brief introductory text, unfortunately.) 

You might say, understandably, that framing climate change just in terms of oil-company 
executives and climate activists leaves out the vast majority of the behavioral-change problem. 
What about the large number of ‘ordinary human beings’ who need to be inspired or cajoled to 
adopt new habits, or to vote for new policies? Deep Economy observes that ‘cajoling’ is a guilt- 
based attempt to transform behaviors whose deep origin is in fact guilt! (According to Deep  

 

 

Figure 5. Deep Economy’s Stance. Deep Economy suggests that the most powerful social technology 
occurs when the observer (e.g. an ‘intervener’, or a participant) are able to hold the following frame. 
‘The past has a kind of perfection, relative to where it came from.’ (See Chapters 2 and 10 for a 
discussion of the deep origins of our consensual reality). ‘Consequently, the present is as good as it 
could possibly be.’ Then, this dynamic of optimality can be seen to continue into the future, both 
identifying the highest potential, and supporting its realization. 
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Economy, imagined guilt is the central feature of a fundamental and ongoing psycho-spiritual 
conflict.) A more successful intervention strategy is to offer an inspiring and authentic 
narrative. These kinds of interventions can lead naturally to behavioral change. We’ve already 

touched on Deep Economy’s suggestion for what the right narrative would be, 
here. Humankind’s basic mission is not to rearrange material existence for optimal comfort. 
It's to heal a basic wound in the psycho-spiritual foundations of our reality. This story directly 
rewrites the projected cultural message of human purpose.  It reframes our basic conceptions 
of reality. And it naturally uplifts and expands our collective identity. 

Put differently, we are spiritual beings having a material experience, not material beings 
occasionally peaking into a spiritual experience. To realize the highest potential for planetary 
well-being, we have to do three things with that insight. Understand it deeply. Build a psycho-
spiritual social-change technology based on that understanding. And apply that technology. 
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2. Society 
Deep Economy’s orienting value-list includes dignity, security, creativity, and true prosperity. 
These imply a strong concern with the societal issues of poverty and inequality. For example, 
poverty endangers personal security when it is extreme enough to be life-threatening. In any 
form, poverty is the absence of prosperity. Similarly, inequality compromises dignity when it 
starts from the assignation of innately higher worth to one group over than another. It 
compromises prosperity when such judgements of superior value limit creative opportunities. 

Communal concern about poverty and inequality seems to ebb and flow. In the aftermath of 
the 2008 meltdown, there’s been a renewed focus in the developed West on inequality and ‘the 

1%’. Sustained attention to extreme poverty seems to be more prevalent in the global South, 

simply because in some regions it’s still a fact of everyday life. (However poverty also appears 
to be on the rise again in the US and the EU. This may be the direct flip-side to success stories 
of poverty-reduction in some ‘developing’ economies). Of course, there are a variety of 
different opinions concerning what’s to be done about various social challenges. There's also 
significant disagreement about which challenges and which responses should be prioritized. In 
fact, another notable feature of Western society at present is intense polarization. (I’m writing 
in late 2016, after the Brexit vote and before the US presidential election.)  

In one view, polarization itself is the basic societal issue. If only everyone could only agree on 
what-is-to-be-done, we could do it, and everything would be great. For example, we could 
eliminate poverty and inequality overnight, if only everyone agreed. The problem with the ‘if 

only’ view is that group agreement does not guarantee correctness. History is full of things that 
the majority agreed with, which in hindsight turned out to be partial solutions, at best. I’m just 

going to cut to the chase and state Deep Economy’s controversial stance on this point. We need 
to do more than just agree-with-each-other – we also need to agree with the Truth. 

Yikes. 

For many people, the T-word is taboo. Perhaps this aversion has come from interminable 
personal arguments over “my truth” and “your truth”. For many, it comes from an observation 

of how absolutes have been used historically to support violence. (We could analyze present-
day religious terrorism in a similar way.) Others attempt to moderate claims that science is the 
ultimate arbiter of truth, via the post-modern position that every perspective (including science) 
is limited and can only give a partial account. A kind of New Age elaboration of the post-
modern stance is the statement “anything’s possible”. (Interestingly, both the post-modern 
‘there’s no one truth’ and the New Age ‘anything can be true’ are definitive truth-claims about 
reality. But I digress …) 

Having put the Truth-cat squarely amongst the post-modern-pigeons, let me back up. Deep 
Economy is about the universal realization of dignity, security, creativity, and true prosperity. 
But this is only possible if reality takes particular forms, and not others. As I see it, reality is of 
the form that supports a Deep Economy initiative. But this is a truth-claim. If you prefer, it’s a 

claim that Deep Reality is descriptively accurate for our Universe, and materialist science is 
not. (Some people find ‘descriptive accuracy’ less troubling than ‘true’.) 

Maybe you don’t need or want to go to the Deep Reality level. It might just seem ‘intuitively 

right’ to you that Deep Economy is a worthwhile and feasible initiative. Of course, this is 
perfectly appropriate. But the point I’m getting to is this: to build a Deep Economy movement, 
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there are Truth-claims that community members will need to agree upon. (If you prefer, we 
will have to collectively agree that certain statements are descriptively accurate.) 

It’s a little tempting at this juncture to explain ‘why’ this kind of agreement will be 

necessary. But this risks getting into a circular loop, because each justification can be seen as 
a claim, which you may or may not agree with. (This kind of explanatory process can still be 
helpful. For any given set of justifications, some people will agree that these are ‘self-evidently 
so’. Repeated dialogues can build a broad coalition based on diverse contact-points.) Instead 
I’m just going to jump right in, and try to illustrate my point about agreement with what will 
likely be one of the most difficult and controversial statements in Deep Economy: 

‘The fundamental origin of inequality in human society lies in our relationship with 
God. Mistakenly interpreting our natural position relative to God as one of inferiority, 
humanity rebelled. It co-created a Universe in which the allegedly-superior God can be 
experienced as absent. But the origin of this co-creation was a vision of inequality. As 
a result, the creation itself is inextricably full of that same inequality-vibration. In 
unawareness of this miscreation, humanity repeatedly acts out the energy of 
inequality. It manifests it in social relations, in humanity’s relationship with the natural 
world, and in the structure of human society as a whole.” 

First I should say that ‘God’ here is not a punitive or personified being: I could have used the 

‘Source’ or ‘Ground-of-Being’ instead. (Of course, you can use whatever word works for you.) 
Next, I want to say that the reason for advancing this hypothesis is not to preach about God or 
to enroll people in any kind of formal religion. If correct, the statement points out what’s to be 

done fundamentally about inequality. Start to get the God-relationship straight. Become aware 
of the inequality-vibe. Stop unconsciously acting that vibe out. (Of course, many things can be 
done to reduce inequality without going to the God-relationship level. Equally, there are many 
people who are not ‘acting-out’, and who would also report no conscious or explicit 
‘relationship with God’. Nevertheless, if the statement is correct, these are people who 
have already ‘straightened out’ their relationship, without being aware that they’ve done that!) 

To recap: I began with inequality and poverty. Then I went into polarization, and from there to 
Truth. I suggested that we need to agree with reality (to put it yet another way), if we are to 
move forward in a sustained way on societal challenges. In discussing inequality, I’ve just put 

forward a view which might itself seem to be acutely polarizing! What I’m trying to get at is 

this: the problems are big, and they’re going to get bigger and more numerous as this century 
progresses. At some point, we see that the scale of what’s coming needs a different level of 

response. Or, we hear a call to a different way. This seeing, this hearing – they are Truth 
assessments, or accurate perceptions, or whatever you want to call it. But that’s not enough, by 
itself. We need to keep going: making choices, finding our way, building what’s to come next 

– and this requires a continual extension of Truth into all the relevant choice-points. 

Deep Economy aims to build and empower community. One step is to structure 
insightful hypotheses (e.g. ‘inequality is a God-relationship issue’), even if these are 

controversial. Then community can nurture a collective, deep, sensitive enquiry into their 
Truth. Although I haven’t explained how to enact this collective enquiry, I hope that I have 
opened a window onto why it is important. A community that can examine deep economic 
truths in genuine harmony instead of bitter polarization, can be both a model and a medicine 
for the world at large. 
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3. Creativity 
Capitalism has a tortured relationship with creativity.  It’s the best economic system we’ve 

come up with so far for promoting creativity. But theories of capitalism (e.g. mainstream 
economics) have absolutely nothing to say about how this happens – or even about what 
creativity is! These issues seem to be related to broad confusions in mainstream economics’ 

view of creativity and change. On the one hand, the existence of true creativity means that the 
future must sometimes be quite unlike the past. (A truly creative act breaks the repetition of 
past patterns). On the other, capitalism relies on the future being exactly the same as the past 
in certain critical ways. For example, consider economists’ remarkable relaxation about 

depletion of non-renewable resources. This stems from the belief that rising prices 
will always solve scarcity problems in the future, just like they always have in the past. The 
contradiction in this position is quite poignant. High prices reliably bring out creative 
ingenuity, which then produces profound change in the economy, resolving scarcity. But at 
another level, the economy must be absolutely unchanging. This price-ingenuity-scarcity 
relationship must always work, without fail! 

As its role in the pivotal price-scarcity mechanism shows, creativity is no minor matter. In 
business, innovation is steadily growing as a source of competitive advantage, as other aspects 
become increasingly commoditized. For example, consider a world where everyone can freely 
access all information of a certain age. There, only freshly created information can generate 
revenue. In society, creativity is synonymous with playfulness, a precious part of joyful 
connection. And for a planet that’s facing major challenges in ecosystems, societal structure, 
and economy, the ability to come up with creative solutions is surely one of our most valuable 
resources.  

I’m going to argue in this Chapter that the 21st century will need a Deep Economy approach, to 
preserve and expand the critical resource of creativity. The main point is that the pressures of 
the next eighty years or so will be particularly acute for creativity itself, in two conflicting 
ways. In terms of ‘demand’ for creativity, to successfully meet pressures in ecology, society, 

and economy, we will need creativity more than ever. But in terms of ‘supply’, these same 

pressures contain features which inherently act to squash and extinguish the creative spark. For 
instance, the worst-case scenarios for climate change mentioned in Chapter 1 can lead to the 
kind of hopelessness that completely obscures a creative mindset. 

Of course, it’s not just climate change that can lead to hopelessness. Any number of currently-
emerging challenges are big enough to have the same effect on creative activity. Deep 
Economy’s primary response to dynamics of despair is to affirm the view that we will make it 
through. In this affirmation, Deep Economy offers the kind of positive conviction that humanity 
has relied on in the past – through the words of Churchill, Gandhi, and Martin Luther King, to 
name just a few. In the way it constructs its own appeal, Deep Economy also explains why we 
have found such appeals so convincing and so trustable, in the past. They connect to an 
impersonal quality of Truth that’s only available in a Deep Reality. In summary, to fend off 
hopelessness and preserve the creative impulse, we need a reliable pointer to inevitable 
success, and this pointer is only to be found in approaches that connect us to the deep, to Truth. 
In the domain of economy and economics, at present, it’s only to be found in Deep Economy. 

Any large-enough issue pressurizes creativity by virtue of its magnitude. We could say 
that Deep Economy offers a valuable response to the general issue of problems that appear to 
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be ‘too-big-to-solve’. This response is its account of Deep Reality, which in turn supports a 
trustable vision of ultimate success – we will endure, and overcome. But there are 
also specific trends that attack creativity in a very different way. These trends promote 
particular views on the nature of reality that work against creativity’s expansion. Fortunately, 
as well as relieving the general, too-big-to-solve pressure, Deep Economy is capable of meeting 
and defusing these specific, content-based attacks.  

Let's investigate the meaning of ‘a view of reality that works against creativity’. For 

example, consider the emergence of artificial intelligence (‘AI’), specifically the view that all 

human mental activity can be reproduced (and surpassed!) by a machine. To examine this view, 
it’s vital to acknowledge that true creativity is by definition a non-mechanical activity. 
(Mainstream economics and psychology go to great lengths to avoid this point.) It follows that 
machines can’t be truly creative, because they’re limited to mechanical action. Turning this 
round, if machines could completely substitute for humans, there can’t be any authentically-
creative activity taking place within humankind. Observing that ‘practical possibility of an AI 

takeover implies that there wasn’t ever any real creativity’ may be interesting, to a philosopher. 
But there’s a critical point for the future of humankind here too, because humans create (!) their 

actions in the image of their beliefs. If we believe that AI can take over, we must believe that 
we are organic machines, meaning that we are incapable of creativity. If we believe this hard 
enough, and long enough, hey presto! – we will find ourselves devoid of creativity. Not because 
we were inherently incapable of it, but because we discarded our innate capacities. 

Here's another way to see the creativity-impact of the widely-forecast AI revolution. 
Consider dystopian visions of the future in which ‘the machines have taken over’. What is it 

about these imaginations that is so depressing? Surely, it’s the message of the basic 

worthlessness of the human condition. Life is not, after all, sacred – it’s simply replaceable by 

a complicated-enough computer. Again, depression and creativity do not go well together: if 
depression triumphs, creativity vanishes. Again, the victory of depression is based on belief. In 
this case, it's the belief that human life is just a sort of machine – and a second-class machine, 
at that, when compared to AI. 

One of the puzzling and concerning current trends in the global economy is the lethargic rate 
at which productivity is increasing. More or less, this is a proxy for the amount of effective 
application of creativity to economy, per unit time. (There are other factors, for example 
bottlenecks in labor or capital. These might temporarily delay the impact of creativity. But 
temporary delays should wash out in the long run). Perhaps we are already seeing the belief in 
a machine-dominated future starting to weigh on the human creative spirit? 

‘Lethargic’ productivity growth might not seem like a Top-Ten problem. However, some 
historical studies suggest that a fall-off in the rate of innovation is a marker for the demise of 
complex civilizations. Civilizations collapse not because of the barbarians at the gate, or a 
natural disaster, or civil war. They collapse because the will to respond creatively to these kinds 
of problems has evaporated. If this analysis is correct – and if currently-problematic 
productivity growth is indeed a sign of waning interest in our own civilization – Deep 
Economy is not just a ‘need’. It’s an urgent priority. Now is the time to revive our creative 
spirits, by connecting with a truly inspiring narrative of reality, identity, purpose, and 
economy.   
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4. Globalization 
Duality is the typical experience and interpretation of the reality we inhabit. Its basic two-ness 
means that almost everything’s amenable to more than one interpretation. That’s one reason 

why disagreement and polarization is such a widespread feature of human society. Conversely, 
to achieve harmonious, concerted movement within duality, we need Guidance or Insight (or 
both!) to help us find the best interpretation and the optimal choice. 

Let’s apply the ‘two-interpretations’ lens to globalization. In one view, the basic cosmic 

dynamic here is a movement towards the revelation of Oneness. The removal of barriers to the 
movement of people, goods, and capital is one small, superficial, but significant expression of 
this dynamic, here on Earth. This view emphasizes the fall of the Berlin wall, the economic 
benefits of free markets, tourism and migration as a means of building mutual understanding, 
and the tentative emergence of an informal and uncoordinated global financial architecture as 
a precursor for genuine global governance. In summary, it sees the move towards a functional 
One-World system as an irresistible and beneficial trend. 

Then there’s the second view. Here, ‘cosmic dynamics’ are an irrelevant fantasy. Globalization 
is a phenomenon promoted by established elites for their own benefit. It has increased 
inequality, hurt the environment, exploited workers, and caused huge and persistent damage to 
the global financial system. This view emphasizes the destruction of industrial communities in 
the developed West, the pollution caused by international trade, the damage done to developing 
cultures, and international financial imbalances as both a pivotal factor in the 2008 crash and 
an ongoing risk factor. In summary, it sees the uncontrolled removal of border-based controls 
as a recipe for chaos. Globalization needs to reined in or reversed. 

Who’s right? And what’s to be done? 

It seems to me there’s something to both views. The advance towards Oneness is irresistible 
and ultimately-a-good-thing. And, this advance can and does get subverted and directed to 
small-selfish (not-One!) ends at almost every possible point. (Quick aside: there’s nothing 

wrong with taking-care-of-self. But there are two forms of that taking-care: one expands Love 
and the other perpetuates suffering. What I mean by ‘small-selfish’ is the suffering-kind of self-
interest.) We need to find a way to keep going towards Oneness that also truly honors all parts 
of the One, on that journey. Notably, the neoliberal story that ‘free trade benefits everyone’ 

needs to be reframed. We need an analysis that explicitly accounts for culture, the environment, 
and the long-term development of communities and nations. It should also be pointed out that 
‘benefits everyone’ only holds within that story, if local ‘losers’ from globalization (such as 

displaced workers) are directly compensated out of the pot of diffuse collective benefits 

That 'something-to-both' response sets a general direction. But it doesn’t concretely answer the 

‘what’s to be done’ question. I’ve implied that we need to do something about subversion and 

small-selfishness. But I’ve only made reference to an abstract quality of honor, and to some 

bits of international-economics theory-and-practice that may or may not ever get done (or have 
any impact). To be blunt: what’s the Deep Economy take on ‘what’s to be done’? 

I’m going to spend the rest of this Chapter on the topic of ‘Transformational Art’, as a specific 

means for engaging with globalization. I suggest that this kind of Art can and should be a 
powerful ‘what’ for influencing, especially for those situations that seem far removed from our 
personal sphere of influence. For example, concerning globalization, we may shop locally, vote 
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appropriately, donate generously, think positively. But we can still feel that this is having little 
effect on politicians, central bankers and CEOs, who seem to be the power-holders. Shopping, 
voting, donating, thinking, talking – these are all vital actions: they are our own, local, change. 
Yet there can be the sense of waiting for billions of others to join in. Or, even more troublingly, 
waiting for a few hundred or a few thousand power-brokers to change their minds. 

How can we add a big-picture impact to our personal-life contributions? One conventional 
answer to this has been to protest, on peaceful marches in the capitals of capitalism. Sometimes, 
demonstrations at multilateral meetings such as the WTO have been less-peaceful. Protest is 
all good, too (at least, most of it is). But we can’t all go to London, or Seattle … 

For best success, I believe that all the conventional personal and group transformational efforts 
need to be complemented by an explicitly transpersonal focus. By ‘transpersonal’ here I simply 

mean a connection (or intention to connect) with dimensions-of-being not limited to individual 
bodies. These dimensions therefore represent various aspects of collective being. Of course, a 
materialist worldview denies that such dimensions are real. But Deep Economy is built on a 
Deep Reality view that positively affirms their existence. 

Historically, transpersonal access has often been seen as an elevated spiritual state, available 
only to advanced practitioners well on their way to disappearing into enlightenment. Here I’m 

suggesting that it will become a common mode of activism in the 21st century. We need a 
virtuous circle where shifts in collective consciousness create access to consciousness-states 
that can further shift consciousness. I believe this mode is mission-critical. 

One way to apply the transpersonal to activism is via the ‘Transformational Art’ I mentioned 

earlier. Take globalization, for example. A Transformational Art intervention would involve 
convening a group of actors and witnesses, to embody ‘locally’ the deep dynamics and 
energies currently at play ‘globally’. Then, the group would invite and enact new factors, to 
catalyze a shift towards what’s truly desired. 

This is not a new thing, invented by Deep Economy. In Tantra, it’s called Sacred Theater. In 

Theory-U, it’s called Social Presencing Theater. Other forms are available. Sometimes it’s 

interpreted as a microcosm in which actors and witnesses can directly sample real energetic 
dynamics. This connection with the world is experiential rather than intellectual. Direct 
learning can then inform later actions. It can contribute to success by grounding action in actual 
energies rather than abstract mental analysis. Which is all good, and true, and important – 
but Deep Economy points out an even bigger opportunity (Figure 6). 

Beyond participants getting to know collective dynamics, Deep Reality’s transpersonal view 

suggests that participants can also directly affect those deep narratives. Imagine that there 
aren’t really thousands of power brokers and billions of helpless bystanders. Imagine instead 
there are just two archetypes, Dictator and Helpless, which play out as the thousands and the 
billions. Imagine we could see into the wound behind the Dictator/Helpless division, and in 
that seeing, bring healing. Now come back to consensual reality, and witness that healing 
actually change the surface play. What we interpret as ‘the real world’ is, in part, an out-
pictured expression of archetypal dynamics. It can become an interface for changing them. 

Of course, it would be silly to suggest that Transformational Art should be our sole means of 
influencing the planet’s future. Equally, it would be reckless to neglect its potential 
impact. Deep Economy suggests it’s a vital part of our best path to a genuinely One-World. 
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Figure 6. Modes of Influence for a ‘Transformational Art’ Response. In the leftmost panel, 
silhouette figures schematically depict the kinds of economic conflict taking place all over the planet. 
In a Deep Reality view, this conflict results from the acting-out of deep dynamics, illustrated by red 
interacting arrows. Unresolved conflict at the superficial level energizes the deep dynamics, 
perpetuating the deeper movement.  

The middle panel depicts a ‘transformational art’ engagement with conflict dynamics, at both the 

everyday and deeper levels. ‘Actors’ (who are typically not professional actors) connect with the deep 
dynamics, and enact and embody them. This enactment can be relatively static (e.g. in the form of a 
tableau), or relatively dynamic (closer to psychodrama). Art involves the deep witnessing of dynamics, 
both by actors and by an ‘audience’, who are not considered to be fundamentally separate from ‘actors’. 

In some forms, audience members suggest structural changes, or introduce new factors into the 
enactment. The impact of changes and innovations are then enacted and witnessed.  

The rightmost panel illustrates the modes of influence that transformational art can engage. A 
conventional use of transformational art is to inform interventions at the everyday level. This can 
generate interventions are based in the real underlying dynamics, rather than in intellectual imaginations 
of what’s going on. At the deeper level, witnessing and contacting the underlying energies can empty 
them (illustrated by the shift to smaller, orange arrows). And the connection between deeper dynamics 
and everyday events can be weakened (illustrated by thinner black arrows). The initiatory intention of 
the whole effort? The reduction of conflict in the world, illustratively depicted by the reduction in size 
of the silhouette figures.  

(If art and other interventions were completely effective, economic conflict would be eradicated, as 
illustrated by the removal of the green dollar signs. Of course, conflict is expressed in and energized by 
many kinds of relationships, not just economy-centered ones. Ending economic conflict need not be 
synonymous with ending of all conflict, although it would undoubtedly be a tremendous step in the 
right direction.) 
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5. Automation 
The 21st century will see the arrival of what some people are calling the ‘Fourth Industrial 

Revolution’. This combination of artificial intelligence, nanotechnology and robotics will, it's 
argued, start to blur the lines between virtual reality and everyday experience. I believe that this 
trend will offer a tremendous opportunity for the transformation of consciousness. Most 
significantly, virtual-reality experiences almost indistinguishable from ‘standard’ reality will 

show that ‘what we see’ is not the real world. It's a sort of virtual-projection based on brain-
data, rather than ‘the world itself’. This message can be reinforced by augmented-realities that 
merge virtual and standard realities. Again this emphasizes that they’re not different, in basic 
construction.  In the right context, this re-framing of conscious experience – in hundreds of 
millions of beings – could catalyze a significant shift in collective consciousness. 

I’ll come back to the potential impact of blending realities at the end of this Chapter. First, I 

want to talk about another possible consequence of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which is 
the restructuring of work as the result of a massive expansion of automation. The standard 
economic view is that expanding automation may well create some disruption. Some 
professions will be eliminated and others created. But in the end, the coming wave of 
automation should increase total employment opportunities. Because? … Well, because 

automation always has increased employment, in the past. 

To be fair, this argument-by-history about automation-and-work is a useful scheme. It can be 
an antidote to intense fear of universal unemployment, based on the irrational idea that ‘more 

machines must mean less jobs’. (History shows that this idea is irrational, as a proposed natural 
law. The alleged law is contradicted by historical data. More machines have always 
meant more jobs, in the end.) But argument-by-history can also be dangerous. Robotic 
application of ‘past patterns must repeat in the future’ is unintelligent. What we are really 
saying, when applying this way of thinking? It's that ‘the system’ (whatever it is we are 

reasoning about) is in a state now that is comparable to its state in the past. If and only if this 
true, can we safely reason that past regularities in system-behavior will repeat. 

With this warning in hand, let’s take a deeper look at the idea that the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution will be like its three predecessors.  One account of past industrial revolutions goes 
like this. The first comprised the application of steam-powered machines to the textile 
industry. It took place around 1800 in the United Kingdom. The second, centered in the U.S.A., 
began around 1870. It ranged from Bessemer’s steel process to the application of mass 

production methods. And the third began around 1950, centering on a global transition from 
mechanical and analogue electronics to digital technology. This trend is still playing out 
today, in computers, cell phones, and the Internet. 

One way of looking at the series of revolutions is by focusing on what-it-is that's 
being automated. Each successive wave applies mechanization to an area further away from 
raw physical labor, and closer to pure cognition. By the time we arrive at the third wave, we’re 

seeing spreadsheets displace bookkeepers. In contrast, earlier waves brought in machines to 
replace human manufacturing muscle. In the fourth wave, we’re seeing financial advisors 
replaced by ‘thinking machines’. Returning to the examination of whether it's safe to use ‘past 

patterns must repeat’, observe that ‘the system’ (the economy that’s being 

automated) changes with each revolution. Each time, automation is being applied to more and 
more abstract areas. Each time, in the past, automation has led to increased employment, in the 
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end. This happened via the creation both of new industries, and of new management and 
maintenance roles for the new machines. Clearly, however, because the system is changed each 
time, it might reach a state where these two dynamics for new jobs do not work anymore. 

In fact, it’s easy to see what might happen. When machines can maintain and 
manage machines, introducing more machines doesn’t create management and maintenance 
jobs. If it ever comes to the point where ‘new industries’ can't be created, automation can’t free 

up labor to work in these areas – because they don’t exist. But look at the trend of increasing 
abstraction in the application of automation, with each successive wave. This is a movement 
precisely in the direction of machines-managing-machines, and of machines-invading-all-
industries. (See Chapter 4 for an explanation of how automation might end the creation of new 
industries, if it extinguishes human creativity.) 

I’m not claiming that the fourth wave of automation will lead for the first time to a massive 
decrease in employment opportunity, for sure. But there is good reason to question the 
argument-from-history, on this point. The idea that there could never be a problem for 
employment reminds me of the idea that pollution could never threaten humanity. In both 
cases, the system and humanity’s place within it have shifted dramatically over time. This 
makes reliance on past safeties quite problematic. 

So it’s not ridiculous to imagine that the Fourth Industrial Revolution might lead to a 

massively unequal society. Perhaps the owners of the machines-that-do-everything share some 
fraction of their profits with the populace as a whole, as a universal basic income. These 
fantastically-rich owners continually enhance themselves and their chosen ones, with genetic 
engineering, nanotechnology and robotics. And the vast majority of humankind? They'd be left 
to distract themselves from their empty, workless, purposeless existence, with console games 
or drugs. No new industries, or even maintenance jobs, for these folks. 

Or: the same Revolution could bring about a true ‘post-scarcity’ society. In this case, the 
massive surpluses generated by pervasive automation are used to liberate 
humanity equally from the drudgery of labor. Humankind changes its focus from individual 
material accumulation to the collective transformation of consciousness. We use virtual- and 
augmented-reality technologies to help this path. Instead of distraction in console games, 
people use neurofeedback-enabled multi-subject virtual environments to play and explore at 
the mind/matter boundary. It’s here that blended reality finds its true role. Instead 
of drugged distraction, people rediscover the ecstacy of meditation, nature, and simple 
relating. Liberation is not ‘from work’, but ‘for true purpose’ – the exploration of reality and 
identity, in the direction of revealing an exquisite, existence-entwined, connectedness. 

What, then, will determine the way things go? Which will it be – unequal dystopia or egalitarian 
expansion-of-consciousness? I’d argue that it’s the prevalent narrative about reality, identity, 
and purpose that will decide.  If we believe that we’re just organic machines, capable of being 
replaced by robots and computers – well, drugs and video games will be the best we can 
imagine for ourselves. And then that’s what we’ll get. (We’re creative that way.) If we’re even 

just open to the possibility that life can't be reduced to mechanical action, then we’ll use the 

opportunity of liberation to open into that possibility. Of course, I believe it’s Deep 
Economy that’s required. It'll keep us on the path of possibility, expansion, and 
transformation.  Only Deep Economy can bring the narrative of Deep Reality into the heart of 
economy, and into the unfolding of the Fourth Revolution. And we need that. 
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Part II: Your Personal Flourishing  
Part I (Chapters 1 to 5) was about global trends and scenarios. It’s relatively easy for me to 
write about these. There’s only one planetary situation, as big and complicated and difficult-
to-disentangle as it might be. So it’s relatively simple to write one thread, one narrative, because 

it only has to address one situation. Of course, there are still ambiguous choice-points that must 
be navigated, apparently presenting more than one way ahead. Naturally, you may or may not 
agree with the Deep Economy stances that I’m taking on these. 

In Part II (Chapters 6 and 7), I’m going to address the personal, individual scale, rather than 
the global one. Here things are much harder, from a writing perspective. There are billions of 
uniquely-different personal situations. This makes it much more difficult to write anything 
that’s both accurate and concrete. In principle, each Chapter has to be a thousand words that 
are directly applicable to your life, and to that lawyer in D.C., and to a native of the Amazonian 
jungle. Consider two people in what might appear to be totally-identical life circumstances 
(from a superficial perspective). I might still want to say two completely different things, after 
taking into account what’s going on in the deeper layers. (Or not. We’d just have to see.) 

To deal with this challenge, I’ll sometimes make sweeping generalizations. (“To handle that, 

you need to this and this”.) And then I'll qualify them later. (“Of course, not everyone needs to 

follow the specific path outlined – other approaches are available, and feasible, and you may 
well already be following one of them”.) Frequently, I’ll omit the limiting qualification. It 
would just get plain unwieldy to follow every definitive statement with a softening conditional. 

Sometimes, I’ll omit a qualification that I should have included, because you (or someone else!) 
will find my generalization confusing, or hurtful, or unconstructive-in-some-other-way. For 
that I apologize, and invite your feedback4. Just like the manifest state of the Deep 
Economy work itself, I’m very much a work-in-progress – my learning and growth is gratefully 
served by your engagement. 

Welcome to the beautiful jungle-of-the-personal!  

Just one more point before we walk in. I’ve just made a sort of distinction or division between 
the world level with one setting, and the personal level with as many settings as people. The 
reason for making this distinction is to point out a definite shift in tone and style, and to explain 
the reason for that. It’s easy to make the distinction too rigidly though, and to give it a kind of 
reality that it doesn’t really have. For example, in one way, the ‘world’ is just the collection of 

the ‘individual’ beings. This means it can’t make sense to divide the world and the individual 

in a definitive way. From a slightly different perspective, we could say the world is not 
separable from the collection of different experiences-of-world that individual beings ‘are’. 

What I’m getting at is this. Although it is useful for certain purposes to make a world-
level/individual-level distinction, there are other-ways-of-looking in which that distinction is 
meaningless. If this reminds you of the discussion of fragmentation and holism in Part I’s 

introduction, there’s a reason. Just as Part I’s chapter-structure is intended to embrace both 
whole and part simultaneously, so the Part-structure of the larger book repeats the same kind 
of embrace, albeit with respect to a different division. See Part III’s intro for more on this!  

                                                 
4 My email address is nicholas.wright@thedeepeconomy.com 
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6. Prosperity 
What is prosperity? This depends on your worldview, of course. One unambiguous 
contribution Deep Economy can make is to point out that we’re living in a world where money 

can at best be ‘a means to an end’. There are many narratives that point to this truth, but Deep 
Economy’s message is uniquely … well, deep. Money itself is just an appearance in a reality 
whose ultimate purpose is its own deconstruction. This is quite different from a 'means-to-an-
end' pointer in which money is a way to create experiences within reality-as-it-is. 

Not that there’s necessarily anything wrong with purchasing experiences. Let’s go into that 
‘not necessarily’ by exploring the idea of true prosperity as ‘a balance of money and meaning’. 

At a very simplistic level, say I have the choice between more money and less money. To make 
it simplistic-er still, say I find a bag with a million dollars of cash, with a “Freely given to 

whoever finds it” note attached. An accumulative, materialistic, philosophy would always say 
‘take the money!’ On the other hand, there are plenty of religious views saying something like 
‘money is the root of all evil’ – which might suggest forgoing the cash. A middle road might 
be “I’ll take the money, and decide to give it away later if I want to …” 

What’s the right thing to do?! I’d say: it depends. (And if this was the end of Deep Economy’s 

contributions on prosperity, I don’t think they’d be that valuable, frankly.) However – I’d 

maybe go on to point out some of the things it depends on, and what sort of resources you could 
develop or connect with in order to decide what to do. First, I might ask: what are you meaning 
to accomplish with this one, precious lifetime? Because I haven’t been super-controversial for 
at least a chapter, I’d frame this discussion in terms of ‘cosmic meaning’ – the idea that this 
Universe was born from a very particular move and is heading towards a very definite 
conclusion. More directly, I’d propose that your life can become a conscious and powerful 

participation in this cosmic current, if you wish. (If I wasn’t in rigidly-controversial mode, I’d 

also entertain frames. Such as? The unlimited expansion of Love and Joy. The discovery and 
embodiment of True Self. Returning to pure and unfiltered communion with God …) 

Next, I’d point out all the possibly-unexamined consequences of any course of action, and the 
faulty-foundations of any action-guiding proverbs or axioms that don’t come from the clear 

depths of your being. (That’s the problem with proverbs, axioms and rules. Sometimes they’re 

relevant, and sometimes they’re not; which also applies to this observation itself!) For example, 
taking the cash and distributing it later seems difficult to argue with. But maybe the Universe 
has it in mind (so to speak) that this money is for the next person walking past. And maybe 
you’d never find that person, left to your own resources. Of course, without further data, it’s 

equally possible that you are the person that the Universe had in mind … 

If that all seems wishy-washy and confusing, it’s maybe because I’m pointing to the option of 

clearing the mind of all preconceived rules-of-conduct. It is wishy-washy, in the sense that it’s 

establishing the possible appropriateness of almost any course of action. And it may 
be confusing, if you’ve been relying on partial insights as a basis for ethical behavior. I’m not 

an expert on Zen. But I think Zen points to finding Truth by seeing the false as false, and to 
finding Freedom in the absence of false constraint. 

Don’t worry, I’m not suggesting Enlightenment is a pre-requisite for navigating true 
prosperity. I’m just pointing out the profound value of a deep clear-out. Because: clearing out 
makes room for the resources that can then help us to meaningfully navigate the cash-in-the-
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road. (That new job. Voluntary simplicity. Giving to community. Accepting a raise …). 

Roughly, I’d say there are two different resources that work. One I call Guidance – this is a 
Voice (indication, intuition, sense) that comes pre-built into this Universe. It speaks 
to you in your situation, to indicate how you can best serve meaning by your action. (Not that 
you have to – serve, that is. But it’s there for you, if you want it.) The other I call Insight – this 
is a capacity of your True Self, for direct perception of Truth. Applying this capacity to the 
cash-in-the-road will directly reveal what’s right for you. (There’s a third path, too. I’d call that 

Flow, in which being naturally expresses both True Self and Guidance, in an effortless way.) 

Now prosperity isn’t just about making decisions about cash-in-the-road. For a start, it’s also 

about deliberately generating (attracting, creating, allowing) that cash, and perhaps more 
significantly, non-monetary ‘goods’ (outcomes, insights, advances). It’s about understanding 

what mix of money, not-money, and meaning is right for you, currently. And meaning is often 
deeply intertwined with Purpose (Chapter 8). (For example, in the sense, ‘purpose is what gives 

life meaning’. Of course, that’s not where everyone finds deepest meaning.) It’s about 

deepening and stabilizing the embodiment of True Self, and access to Guidance, so that all of 
the above starts to Flow spontaneously and easily, more and more deeply and widely … 

So am I saying you ‘need’ Deep Economy to do all that? Not at all! Plenty of people are already 
doing it. (Quite likely, you’re one of them.) Tons of people will step into it naturally, without 
any formal framework. Others will use spirituality or abundance-focus or some-other-process, 
to join the same river. And then ... there are some people who will find a Deep Economy setting 
the most attractive means for identifying, establishing and expanding true prosperity. 

There are indeed many paths into authentic prosperity. However, Deep Economy addresses one 
point that few other approaches embrace. What we’ve been talking about so far in this Chapter 
might seem like ‘Deep MicroEconomy’. (Conventional economics divides itself into a micro-
theory that studies the individual, and a macro-theory that addresses the collective). One feature 
of Deep Reality is the denial of a hard-and-fast division between the individual and the 
collective, or between the local and the universal. Now this implies that every path 
which expands true prosperity at an individual level must contribute to the true prosperity of 
the collective. (This doesn’t mean that one person’s monetary accumulation always benefits 
the collective, however, because the relationship between money and true prosperity is of the 
‘it depends’ kind. Equally, ‘money as the root-of-all-evil’ is a wild over-generalization.) 

While it’s true that all expansions in local true-prosperity contribute positively to the collective, 
it’s not true that a local focus is the only way to advance the global good. It’s here that Deep 
Economy’s explicit focus on the individual-collective relationship gives it a unique capacity.  It 
can identify and recommend actions and policies that make it easier for true prosperity to flower 
in the world as a whole. This, if you like, is ‘Deep MacroEconomy’. For example, imagine a 

future where Deep Reality is the high-school science curriculum. Undoubtedly, the generation 
passing through that educational system will find true prosperity a relatively-simple adult step. 

Now, those responsible for such a transformation-of-education project may well experience an 
expansion of their ‘own’, local, true prosperity. But it’s Deep Economy which identifies what 
economists call the ‘positive externalities’ of that transformational project i.e. the benefits that 
accrue globally as well as locally. Bottom-line? Deep Economy seems uniquely equipped to 
offer a truly local-and-global approach to the true prosperity of humankind. Given planetary 
pressures of time and scale, it seems that this is the kind of approach we need. 
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7. Enlightenment 
It might seem strange that a book on economy has a chapter on ‘Enlightenment’. It might seem 

even stranger – perhaps even sacrilegious – to make any statement along the lines of 
‘needing Deep Economy for Enlightenment’. So I’m going to start by explaining what I mean 

by Enlightenment, and what I mean by ‘need’. 

‘Spiritual enlightenment’ is a notoriously tricky term. Materialist science denies that it is 
meaningful. There used to be an entire magazine entitled ‘What Is Enlightenment?’, suggesting 
room for large differences of opinion, even among spiritual types. Some people claim that 
everyone’s already enlightened. Others say that fixation on enlightenment is the main obstacle 
to advancing spiritual realization. Others still see enlightenment as a momentary, transient 
attitude. But another group view it as a stable state that’s either been achieved or not … 

How, then, am I using the word? Consider the identity which is at the origin or foundation of 
the movement-in-being. Roughly speaking, there are two sorts of fundamental identification 
that can be taking place. I can identify as body or mind (or some other fragment), in which the 
movement of attention is dominated by fear. Or, I could experience myself as All-That-Is, in 
which the movement of attention is dominated by Love. Then, an enlightened action or period 
is one where Love dominates (potentially, identity can shift from fear to Love to fear again, so 
that ‘enlightened action’ can be a passing phase). In principle, I guess an ‘enlightened person’ 

is one who is stable in the predominance of Love. But it’s an interesting question as to how I 
can know whether the appearance of Love through a particular being is stable. Equally, it’s not 

a trivial matter to determine which actions of another originate in Love and which in fear, to 
be able to ‘point the finger’ at enlightened and unenlightened actions, and people. I generally 
find finger-pointing to be an unhelpful move, in any case. 

All of which might seem to render the actual usage of the word ‘enlightenment’ pretty abstract 

and impractical. Let me define the word in another way, then. I'll use ‘Enlightenment’ to label 

the overall movement from a fear-base to a Love-base, a movement that is taking place both 
individually and collectively. For example, ‘the movement towards Enlightenment is the basic 

and unavoidable dynamic of this Universe’. In contrast, I try to avoid the use of the word 

‘enlightened’ to label a particular action, or a particular being. (However, there are people in 

my life whom I do describe as ‘embodying a kind of stable realization’ of some spiritual aspect 
or another. But this usage doesn’t imply any kind of value-hierarchy, in 
which e.g. ‘enlightened’ people are more valuable, or sacred, or praiseworthy.) 

Directly, then, ‘we need Deep Economy for Enlightenment’ means: we need it to advance the 

journey from fear to Love. It doesn’t mean that any given person ‘has to’ to have any 

particular personal involvement with Deep Economy to advance on their own journey. (There 
will be some who do need some involvement for some advances, though – I’m one of them, 
for example.) It does mean that a broadening presence of Deep Economy in the world as a 
whole can only make it easier for the return to Love to take hold. This should be uncontroversial 
(at least to those who believe in Love, and its return). Why? Because Deep Economy is simply 
a Loving way to align economy more closely to Love. 

It might still not be clear that an initiative which makes a good thing ‘easier’ is something that 

we ‘need’. I suppose there are two ways to expand on this. One is to look at necessity from an 

ethical perspective. If something is available, and is benevolent, then we ‘need’ to apply it (if 
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our intention is benevolence!) The other is to invoke the destiny perspective. If we can see 
where we will arrive (in 2100, say), and that Deep Economy is a required part of getting there, 
then we could say that it is ‘needed’. (These two ways are just different sides of the same coin, 

actually. One says ‘the action of compassion is necessary’. The other, ‘the realization of well-
being requires compassion’. But that’s yet-another story-for-yet-another-book.) 

Going forwards, then, I’m going to allow myself the phrase ‘we need Deep Economy for 
Enlightenment’. What does that mean though, for the ‘Personal Flourishing’ referred to in Part 

II’s title? Part II’s basic idea is to massively over-simplify human motivation into just two 
kinds. First, an orientation to money (which expands into true prosperity, in Chapter 6). And 
second, an orientation to God (which connects to Enlightenment, in this Chapter). In this 
simplifying scheme, personal flourishing is advanced through one channel or the other. The 
purpose of Part II is to illustrate some of the ways that Deep Economy can serve both of these 
two paths. 

Let’s say, for example, your relationship with God is central to your life journey. Maybe you’re 

called to expand that relationship in the realm of economy. (That could mean a lot of 
things. Simply placing more conscious attention on economic affairs, keeping heart and mind 
open. Beginning a new dynamic in your personal financial affairs, responding to the call of 
Spirit. Becoming a more empowered activist, in subtle, causal or material realms …) 

Then Deep Economy might be a vehicle for that expansion. It’s not required, but it’s available. 

Just as for prosperity, other paths exist. (Although, none that I know of couple spirituality with 
science in the detailed way that’s ultimately required. But this may not matter for you.) 

Or let’s say that you’re on a more conventional, material-world life path. Maybe you’re feeling 

called to deepen your spiritual dimension, to engage with Enlightenment. And you want to be 
supported in a way that coheres with your understandings of material reality, a way that’s open-
minded about the money-component of material well-being. Again, Deep Economy could 
serve you on such a path. It might be particularly appropriate if you want an approach that 
connects with existing theories, e.g. in science and economics. 

Here's a final illustrative example of the relationship between Deep Economy and 
Enlightenment. Consider that money (a key component of economy) is a major realm in which 
people in modern societies experience fear. This means that any actions we can take to align 
economy more fully with Love should make it easier for the collective movement from fear to 
Love to advance. For example, consider a world in which a universal basic income is granted 
to everyone, and where everyone has the opportunity for true creative expression. (Universal 
income by itself is not necessarily an advance. For example, consider the dystopian, highly-
unequal society imagined in Chapter 5.) I’d argue that such a world would necessarily be 

carrying a much-reduced burden of financial fear. Equivalently, we would have realized a 
significant advance on the journey from fear to Love. (Which is Enlightenment, in my usage.) 

There are many ways of making economic advances that can lighten the burden of collective 
fear. So it’s not necessary to be consciously devoted to Enlightenment in order to massively 
serve its progress. This is just one reason why it’s a mistake to insist on a spiritual or religious 
focus in any human endeavor. Equally, the world right now is a striking demonstration of the 
problems that occur when we insist on removing living-Spirit from public life. Perhaps Deep 
Economy’s most powerful contribution to the irresistible project of Enlightenment might be to 
offer an insistent voice of reason, in this matter.  
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Part III: Impersonal Goods  
Part I discussed global themes. Part II focused on more-personal topics. Part III’s title refers to 
the ‘impersonal’. What is this, and how does it relate to the global and the personal? 

At first glance, Chapter titles in Part III – ‘peace’, ‘power’, and ‘purpose’ – could refer to the 
personal level, the global level, or both. For example, ‘peace’ is something a lot of people want 

in their personal lives. Even if the entire world was at war, I could reasonably hope to maintain 
some form of personal ‘inner’ peace. Equally, there is a kind of ‘outer’ peace that many people 

dearly hold as a global target for the world as a whole, e.g. via the elimination of war. 

What is Part III’s version of ‘peace’? At first, it’ll look like something closer to the personal 

kind. It’s certainly a kind of peace that’s independent of the superficial state of the world at 

large. But on closer examination it also looks universal, or non-local – something closer to 
global, anyway. It derives from looking through surface appearances, to a deeper reality that 
is available ‘everywhere’. This reality denies the fundamental separateness on which 
the construction of ‘personhood’ is based. So Part III’s ‘impersonal’ qualities are 

available to every person. But to access them one has to let go of a reality-interpretation in 
which the dividing of reality into various ‘people’ is basic and obvious. 

Here’s another way of looking at the Part-I/Part-II/Part-III structure. The Deep Reality 
foundation of Deep Economy points to two different contexts-for-being. In one, separation-
into-parts is the pervasive experience and the fundamental construct. In this context we can 
speak of individual people, and of the world (planet, Earth) as the interacting collection of 
people, other living beings, and inanimate matter. In this context, it’s meaningful to separate 

out the global (Part I) and the personal (Part II). In another context, the basic construct of reality 
is wholeness or oneness (Part III), and it doesn’t make sense to make a global-personal division. 

Now for those tuned into the ‘meta-level’, it might look like I’ve made a division between a 
divided reality (Parts I and II) and an undivided reality (Part III). Well, yes and no. I’m not 

really going to get into the details of how this is and isn’t true. Suffice to say (for those who 
are into such things) any division between Parts-I/II and Part III is precisely analogous to the 
division between an illusion of duality and the Truth of non-duality. (If non-duality is true, then 
there can’t be any division, but this would seem to make illusion and Truth the same. There’s 

a way out of this, but I’m not going to be able to write it out in words here.) 

Perhaps the most practical way to think about Part III’s ‘impersonal goods’ is like this. They 

are qualities that we can work on bringing into being, inside a basic experience of duality. (In 
duality, Part-I-planetary and Part-II-personal are meaningful distinctions). As we do this, we 
bring a stable and deepening experience of non-duality closer. Because these impersonal goods 
are unshakeable facets of non-dual identity/reality5, they can act as a set of anchor-points for 
reeling non-duality in. (Actually, for letting duality drop away – a story for another time …) 

But why should we work on ‘bringing these goods into being’? Haven’t I just slipped into non-
dual indoctrination?! Another yes-and-no (sorry!). I have moved into recommending non-
duality. But that’s not a slip (now that I’ve made it explicit, it’s not a covert indoctrination, 

either). It’s ultimately a feature of Deep Economy. To see that, please proceed to Chapter 8! 

                                                 
5 Yes, I am aware that I just used two words to qualify a reference to the non-dual! 
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8. Purpose 
A friend of mine likes to say, ‘there’s no single purpose to life’. To me, this shows that 

‘Purpose’ is one of those difficult but essential words, like ‘Truth’, or ‘Enlightenment’. 

They’re essential, if we’re going to go deep, to look at fundamental, root, causes. And they’re 

difficult, because of all the different ways these words are used. When he says ‘no single 

purpose’, what he means (as far as I can tell) is ‘No single role, or career, or function. No 
general target for worldly existence, which can be recommended as a one-size-fits-all 
prescription for every human being’. Then again, I think he would agree that the world is rolling 

inexorably forward – sometimes in a ‘two steps ahead, three steps back’ kind of way – on a 
path to the Enlightenment of All Beings6. When I say there is a single purpose to life, what I 
mean is: we’re all in this irresistible journey together. So what I mean by ‘single purpose’ is a 

universal participation in that movement. And because this participation can take place through 
or via any role, career, or function, my friend and I actually agree. There’s no single role-
purpose, and there’s one common transformative-purpose! 

I said in the introduction to Part III that the qualities addressed here – purpose, peace, and 
power – properly belong to an undivided reality. This differs in a basic way from typical reports 
of Earth-bound experience, which describe a reality divided into bodies, tables, trees, 
planets, and so on.  However, the single purpose-quality that I’m suggesting here – the 
movement from fear to Love – definitively belongs to divided experience, because fear is the 
dividing factor: you can’t have an experience of division without some identification with fear, 

and any movement ‘from fear’ is necessarily a movement inside divided-ness. All this might 
be starting to look contradictory. I said I’d talk about a purpose that belonged to the undivided, 

and here I am talking about one that only makes any sense in a reality with division! 

As it turns out, any apparent contradiction is easy to resolve. One way to describe ‘purpose’ in 
an undivided reality is ‘Love extending Love to Love’. This is both the purpose of undivided 
reality (what it’s ‘for’), and its universal action (what it does, or what happens inside it).  Now, 
a divided reality can only exist when Love pretends to be fear. The most powerful way to return 
this fear-pretense to a Love-identity is to see the pretender as Love7, despite the pretender’s 

claims to the contrary. Putting all that together: the most powerful way to advance 
Enlightenment (the move from fear to Love) is for Love to extend Love to Love-pretending-
to-be-fear. So the undivided-purpose (Love extending Love to Love) is really the same as 
divided-purpose (Love extending Love to Love-pretending-to-be-fear). (I said it in Part III’s 
introduction in a slightly different way. Living in divided reality and focusing on purpose-of-
undivided-reality, is one way of reeling-in or ‘realizing’ non-dual experience.) 

And what does any of this have to do with economy and economics?! To answer this, let’s look 

at the relationship between purpose and value. 

                                                 
6 As explained in Chapter 7, I use the word ‘Enlightenment’ to label a move in the foundation-of-being, from fear 
to Love. 

7 This does not mean seeing every action as Loving, a tendency which is one massive source of spiritual 
confusion. In the metaphor of divided experience as a ‘dream’, the sleeper, the One who dreams, is always 
Love. Nevertheless, this One can appear as a harmful and violent form, inside the dream. To ‘extend Love to 

Love’ means to genuinely perceive the sleeper’s identity, and to reflect that perception to the other, even as they 
dream. The confused mistake is to see the sleeper’s identity and transfer that rigidly to the form and its actions. 

(Of course, there’s also a way in which the form itself is made of Love … but enough, for now.) 
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Imagine everyone decided that the purpose of existence is to own the next iPhone. (Arguably, 
we’re not far off this scenario, in my opinion!) In a conventional economic analysis, this would 

drive demand for the iPhone through the roof.  Prices would soar. High prices would attract 
entrepreneurial activity to developing other, cheaper goods to meet the iPhone demand. 
According to conventional theory, the economy would settle down into a new state, with more 
iPhone-related activity. (Again, this is pretty much what has happened over the last ten years!) 
In this narrative8, purpose drives value-perception, perception drives price, and price 
determines allocation-of-activity. 

Perhaps you can see where I’m going with this! In a society that holds collective Enlightenment 
to be the purpose of existence, activities aligned with this purpose would be in great demand, 
and comprise the dominant fraction of ‘economic’ activity. 

This doesn’t mean that meditation teachers would be paid like rock stars. (Although perhaps 
they would find it much easier to make a reasonable living!) Nor does it mean that we go back 
to living in huts and communing with nature. (Although a completely different relationship 
with Nature would exist, for sure). One way to illustrate the difference between a matter-
obsessed world and an Enlightenment-aligned one is to look at the two world-futures described 
in Chapter 5. In one, the post-material-scarcity world is devoid of meaning, and full of 
inequality and dysfunctional addictions. In the other, the same post-scarcity surplus is used to 
found the collective exploration of a world beyond (but including) the merely-material. 

And what’s the role of Deep Economy in the move towards an Enlightenment-based economy? 
Briefly, I’ll first repeat the sorts of qualification I made in Part II. No one ‘has to’ participate 

in Deep Economy to play their personal part in the transition from a money-based world to a 
Love-centered one. At the same time, given the kinds of planetary-scale, time-sensitive trends 
discussed in Part I, it seems essential to develop and introduce a theory-of-value (an economic 
theory) that recognizes what is truly valuable (Love) and is capable of supporting and advising 
a planetary value-transition project (the transition from a fear-focus to a Love-focus, as a 
precursor to a transition from fear to Love). Of course, Deep Economy contains a theory of this 
kind; its basic purpose is to catalyze and support that value-transition. 

Of course it’s not just theory that’s important. (However, as Keynes more-or-less observed, in 
a world where so-called elites are obsessed with theory, it’s more important than it might first 

appear.) In the end, it’s action that counts. (Nevertheless, the separation of either theorizing or 
the applying-of-theory from action is an error that’s as problematic as the misstep of making 

theory primary.) We need to change the cultural narrative from meaningless-matter to meaning-
full Enlightenment. But making that change is more than verbally explaining a new theory. It 
requires meeting those personal and transpersonal identities, in ourselves and others, that hold, 
broadcast and enact stories of fear, scarcity, and separation. And that means living the purpose 
of Love-extending-Love-to-Love (in ways that are appropriate and constructive), inside the 
power structures of conventional economy. Fortunately (!) these structures are to be found 
more-or-less everywhere, not just in parliaments and boardrooms. So (Figure 7) everyday life 
can become an act of purposeful Transformational Art … precious unto itself. 

                                                 
8 Hard-core econ theory doesn’t recognize the ‘purpose’ piece of this analysis. Demand comes from revealed 
preferences, and those are a black box that economics can’t penetrate. Nevertheless, a purpose-driven component 
of preference seems psychologically plausible, at the very least … 
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Figure 7. Everyday Life as Transformational Art. Left panel: The everyday world as it is (Deep 
Reality view). Deep dynamics of economy-related conflict (interacting red arrows) express as, and are 
energized by, normal everyday commercial transactions all over the world. (Everyday human life is 
depicted by the colored globe). Double-headed black arrows depict the two way ‘express/energized-by’ 

relationship between the everyday and deeper levels. A single, typical, transaction is magnified for 
illustrative purposes (the line figures in the blue oval). 

Right panel: Making daily life into transformational art. One of the participants in a typical commercial 
transaction brings a new quality of consciousness to the experience. This quality of consciousness is 
illustratively depicted by the large eye, observing both superficial and deep activity. This consciousness 
can decrease the intensity of deep conflict (illustrated as the transition from red to orange, and decrease 
in size). It can also weaken the strength of connection between deep dynamics and daily life (depicted 
by the thinning of lines joining double-headed arrows). 

In Figure 6 (Chapter 4), transformational art was introduced as an intentional gathering of interested 
parties, investigating some specific systemic dynamic. In a sense, such a gathering is ‘outside’ the 

normal flow of everyday life. For example, it requires that those involved have ‘spare’ time to enact 

such art. Additionally, the enactment is separate from the system considered (although participants may 
be inside the system, in real time i.e. before and after the enactment). In contrast, here the art is enacted 
directly within daily living.  
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9. Power 
Perhaps it would have been better to title this Chapter ‘Empowerment’ rather than power. For 

many people, power is the thing that corrupts – not good at all, let alone a candidate for Part 
III’s list of ‘impersonal goods’. What I have in mind here, though, is not ‘power over’ another 

being, but a kind of ‘power to’. It’s available to everyone, and your use of it can only serve, 
rather than hinder, my goals and concerns. It’s not competitive, or scarce, in nature – to the 
contrary, its essential qualities are cooperation and abundance. 

All that might sound a bit like a riddle. What could I possibly be referring to?! To explain, I’d 

like to go into the concept of impersonal power via the proposal that we are all creators of 
reality. To say the least, this is a controversial idea, even in spiritual circles. Although I couldn’t 

find the exact quote, I recall one modern guru saying something like “It’s only sociopaths who 

create their own realities”! I certainly agree that there is a dangerous and dysfunctional 

interpretation of this kind of creator-ship. However, I’d also venture to say that there are 

even bigger dangers in its flat-out denial. 

First, let’s look at what we mean by reality. Usually this includes the sights and sounds, smells 

and tastes, and so on, which we attribute to the “world out there”. But many people slip into 
the mistake of thinking the visual appearance of that table over there is a table.  It’s not, it’s a 

sort of virtual-projection based on brain-encoded information. (If you doubt that visual 
appearances are virtual, just cross-your-eyes and make the table split in two. Can you do that 
to a “real” table?!) If we don’t make this mistake, obviously there’s a sense in which we 

are all creators of reality, at a superficial level. Each process-of-being (i.e. each person) must 
be associated with a function that projects (or creates) the entire sensory reality that we then 
interpret ourselves as walking-around-within. (If this is confusing to you – don’t worry. It can 
take quite some practice to sneak-a-peek beyond years of conditioning, conditioning which 
asserts that ‘you’ are really ‘in here’ and ‘the world’ is really ‘out there’.) 

What I’m interested in is a level of creator-ship beyond virtual-projection. (By the way, for 
what it’s worth, virtual-projection is the way modern science understands 
reality. However, science hasn’t yet brought that understanding home fully, in terms of what it 

means for the relationship between mind and matter.) In this next level, we 
create events themselves, as well as their virtual-projection into our sensory experience. 
We create the chance meeting, the lottery winning, the car crash … the successes, the failures, 
the apparently-random as well the obviously-determined. This kind of creator-hood 
directly contradicts a materialist interpretation of science (although not the core of modern 
science itself, as we’ll see shortly). It’s also super-controversial on moral grounds (“so babies 

‘create’ their own cancer?!”). And it's often-derided by ‘serious’ spiritual types (e.g. the 
sociopath critique I mentioned earlier). 

Before I get swept away by a wave of skepticism from out there, let me back up to an 
explanatory imagination. Imagine that you ‘are’: a reservoir of energy; and a pointer, which 

determines how that energy is to be deployed. Let’s say you are offered two settings for your 

pointer, which I’ll call ‘as-if-materialist’, and ‘matter-plus’. 

Say you set your pointer to as-if-materialism. First, the sensory world appears (because this 
setting hooks you up to that virtual-projection mechanism). Next, a super-scientist capable of 
tracking everything that happens in your experience, down to the elementary-particle-level, can 
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explain every event in terms of quantum and classical physics. This means that everything is 
either determined (by classical laws) or random (when orthodox quantum theory applies). You 
have the experience of ‘making choices’. But these choices and the experience-of-making-
them are both just movements-of-molecules over which ‘you’ have no influence. You are 
creating the experience of having no creative power at all! ‘Random’ things happen (lottery 

tickets and car crashes) but there’s no real sense in which you create them: they happen to you. 

Next, you set your pointer to matter-plus. Here, you have the sensory experience, and the 
events, but there’s something else happening, too. Thoughts are determined not just by the 
movement of the brain. There’s some other agency acting, let’s call it intention. Intention’s 

effect on thought changes decisions, so that the super-scientist would have to acknowledge a 
set of physical ‘laws’ that include those of the as-if-materialism setting, but have 
some additional features. (A better way of thinking about this, ultimately, is that as-if-
materialist reality has latent order that is activated in matter-plus experience. But that’s getting 

ahead of the story.) There’s much more influence over life events, not necessarily in terms of 

what specific people do, but in terms of ‘how things work out’ in general, in life as a whole. 

My point? In this imagination, whichever pointer-setting you choose, actually you are the 
event-level creator-of-reality. Your pointer-assignment governs the rules that determine event-
causality. Even if my local experience is powerlessness (as-if-materialism), that’s because I 

chose to route my energy into that experience. Put differently: we’re so free in our creation, we 

can choose to create the experience of bondage (i.e. the absence of freedom). Or: the experience 
of not-being-a-creator can be entirely consistent with actually being one! This point is 
only helpful, of course, if we can get our hands on the pointer-setting from within 
powerlessness. But it does counter-act the claim that “I can’t be a creator, because I don’t 

experience that within my reality”. This can be a definite advance, in certain contexts. 

What does this have to do with impersonal goods and economy9? Let’s come at this through 

the concepts of scarcity and abundance. If I’m a being of pure potential capable of setting my 

pointer to anything, I’m going to find any solely-material experience to be scarce, empty, futile, 
and basically pointless. And, if I’m really-deeply conditioned to believe in materialism, I’ll 

keep trying to accumulate material stuff to fill that emptiness. This strategy can’t work.  The 
source of emptiness is not absence-of-stuff, it’s identification as a just-stuff-being limited to 
moving-stuff-around! In this view, the successful response to our personal-and-planetary 
material issues is not (ultimately) voluntary simplicity or recycling. (Of course, these both have 
their vital places.) It’s to reclaim our empowered identities as creators-of-reality. From there, 
we will begin to experience an ‘inner’ journey whose abundance goes far beyond any material 

reality. And we'll access resources of cooperative creativity to help us resolve the pressing 
problems we do face, in the material experience we’re choosing to manifest. 

In impersonal terms, I could say that authentic empowerment (event-level creatorship) is an 
attribute of the True Self, whose habitat is undivided reality. From a Deep Economy viewpoint, 
we can simultaneously realize the non-dual Self, and radically evolve economy, by following 
the path towards empowered creation. Naturally, other paths are available  

                                                 
9 I’m going to skip the cancer-baby discussion here, except to say: acknowledging creative power doesn’t absolve 

me of responsibility, or negate compassion. For example, say the baby chose to incarnate to be a pure mirror of 
the environment, and ‘I’ am a part of that environment which led to cancer. Alternatively, maybe I have no direct 
causal influence in another’s trajectory of self-harm. But I can still be moved to help, rather than to project blame. 
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10. Peace 
Here’s a pointer to the sort of impersonal peace I’d like to talk about: 

Nothing real can be threatened. 

Nothing unreal exists. 

Herein lies the Peace of God. 

Having said which (it’s from A Course in Miracles)… there’s really very little else to say  

I guess could go over the sorts of things I’ve said in the last two Chapters. This kind of Peace 

is a good thing, so economy and economics should reflect its value, and include its generation. 
Conversely, economy and economics can be transformed by theoretical and practical actions 
that advance the presence of this Peace. Finally, doing economy/economics in this way can 
become no different than spiritual practice or daily life. In that place, Deep Economy/spiritual-
practice/daily-living can be a single, undivided, movement. Blah blah blah. 

To be honest, I think this Chapter would be better spent on the G-word. I used it in Chapter 2 
and I just used it again. I have interesting experiences when I bring it up. Many people who 
seem to be deeply invested in things like societal-transformation-through-inner-change appear 
to be radically averse to talking about God. I find this observation quite intriguing. 

Naturally, at one level, it’s completely understandable. God-centered religions have been 
responsible historically for some terrible things. (That’s also an ongoing dynamic in the modern 

world, clearly.) Next, many people (including me!) can't relate to the personalized, punitive, 
patriarchal God-figures of many religious scriptures. And there doesn’t really seem to be any 
need for a God, even in spirituality. For example, Buddhism seems to get by very well without 
one. (More on that, later.) 

I hope it’s clear that some people doing awful things in the name of God says nothing at all 
about whether there is or is not a God. (Or about Her nature, if She does exist). Equally, 
scriptures are written by people who may or may not be well-meaning, and who may or may 
not be clear in their relationship with God. Equally, the scriptures we have today may or may 
not be a faithful transmission of what the original authors wrote, in any case. 

Perhaps the biggest issue smart people have with God concerns suffering. ‘If there’s an 

omnipotent Loving God, how come there’s so much suffering in the world?’ Of course, this is 

a poignant question, maybe the critical one. The Buddha is said to have suggested that we work 
on liberation from suffering, instead of searching for whoever shot the arrows that caused it in 
the first place. But it’s really hard for many people to let the alleged God off-the-hook for this 
one. (Again, I'm one-of-those-people.) 

Given all this stuff that’s stirred up, why do I insist bringing God into Deep Economy? First, 
there’s the standard disclaimer: there’s no requirement to get involved in, or agree with, the 
God-bits. The vast majority of Deep Economy functions perfectly well without any explicit G-
references. However, there is a definite reason for making the God move. I’ll get right to that 
reason, after I say more about what I mean by ‘God’. 

So, for what it’s worth, here’s my personal use of the G-word: not a person, so not patriarchal; 
also, essentially Love, so not punitive either. Two terms that I’ve heard used as synonyms are 
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‘source’ and ‘ground-of-being’10, which I think have some explanatory content. (However, if 
God is just ground or source, this seems to suggest a separation of God from life itself. That 
seems wrong.) Another fragment of understanding that seems important is this. The essence of 
God is non-duality, and this means I don’t ‘see’ God when I’m choosing to dwell in the dream 
of duality. (Again for what it’s worth, for me this helped resolve the omnipotence/suffering 
problem, as follows. God is not powerful enough – or perhaps stupid enough – to override Her 
essentially non-dual nature, to make Herself directly known inside the divided dream.) 

The point of sharing this is not to convert you to ‘my’ God. It’s meant to establish a clear 

enough picture for what’s next: explaining why I’m bringing this kind of God into Deep 
Economy. Whether or not God exists, and what His nature is, is not a matter of my belief or 
yours. (At least, that’s my belief .) These things are just facts, and we may or may not be able 
to determine them. But I believe it is critical to make a wholehearted effort in this area. 

Why? 

To be frank, if I had thought that I could advance Deep Economy without a God-reference, I 
would definitely have gone down that route. It does seem to me that, as I wrote in Chapter 2, 
the very fundamental roots of inequality, for example, lie in a confused relationship with God. 
Now, Deep Economy is more-or-less defined as the examination of economic experience in 
terms of it fundamental, root, causes. So it would be wrong to not share these kinds of insight. 
I could have just glossed over them. But that wouldn’t have been a promising way to begin. 

Perhaps the most significant appearance of God in Deep Economy is in a clarification of the 
previous Chapter’s ‘creator-of-reality’ discussion. I suggested there that we are creators-of-
reality. But then what is God’s role in creation? In one view, God is the Self-Created Creator 
who Creates us, which leads to an asymmetry in our relationship with God. We are Creators 
just as She is, but She Creates us and we don’t Create Her. It’s been suggested that the duality-
enabled Universe we inhabit was born from our dissatisfaction with this asymmetry.  

Chapter 2 put this as “interpreting our natural position relative to God as one of inferiority”. 

Here I’m clarifying that it’s our Created-by-God position that we’re unhappy with. All of which 

may seem super-technical or distractingly abstract. However, first, I just want to point out that 
there are some minds that need these kinds of clarification for basic sanity. Because Deep 
Economy has to offer itself as widely as it can, it must include this God-content. Second, 
understanding the G-dynamic is a vital asset for playing the game of economic transformation. 
It gives distinctive and extremely helpful insights (not that there’s room to develop those here). 

It may seem that Deep Economy has degenerated by this point into an exercise in spirituality. 
Maybe so. But what if this entire Universe came from conflict about the Self-Created/God-
Created–asymmetry? And what if everything going on subsequently is either perpetuating or 
unwinding that conflict? Then everything is an exercise in spirituality, whether we like it or 
not. Parenting. Science. Intimate relationship. Health. Art. Community … These are all 

domains in which we are either promoting the original conflict or moving towards peace – 
peace with God, the Peace of God. Each domain, of course, has its own specific features. Deep 
Economy is just the movement towards peace, in and via the specifics of the economic domain. 

                                                 
10 I’m not an expert on any religion. But my understanding is that the way I use the word ‘God’ is quite close to 

the Buddhist term rigpa (ground-of-being). In this sense, perhaps Buddhism doesn’t avoid God, after all … 
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Afterword 
This book is about why we ‘need’ Deep Economy. Often, needs-based marketing creates or 
appeals to a scarcity-based mindset. “Buy this, or you’ll miss out!” it screams. That’s not at all 

the intention here. 

First, there are plenty of things in the Top Ten you can expect to bring to life 
without any explicit participation in the Deep Economy initiative. For example, Deep Economy is 
only an Enlightenment ‘must’ for people who have a life-purpose directly related to it (see 
Chapter 7).  There are plenty of other examples. Peace is available directly, e.g. from an 
understanding of what is real and what is illusory (see Chapter 10). For Prosperity, at least two 
non-Deep Economy paths are on offer (Chapter 6). And so on. 

Second, I’m not trying to ‘get you’ to buy anything. (Really.) Almost all of Deep Economy is 
offered for free, and there are no bits that you ‘have to buy’, to take part. Naturally, there are 

some pay-to-play components, partly because I ‘have to’ earn a living from this work. (There’s 

more to it than that, though. For some people, financial contribution to Deep Economy is an 
important part of their life path.  They enjoy giving support to what they consider valuable. 
Or there’s learning and growth in the act of payment and exchange.) 

Third (and most trickily), Deep Economy is built to avoid fear-based action and the scarcity 
mindset. It does this by starting with a look at what the future is going to be, and then identifying 
those actions that are necessary to realize that future (Figure 8). Temporarily suspending any 
disbelief in this style of approach for a moment, observe that its message is not “do this, or 

else!” Instead it’s “this is where we are going to arrive – so now let’s do this, to make it so!” 
(Of course, there’s still room for fear to arise – for example, in distrust of the approach itself. 
But the basic move is built on security of future, rather than fear.) 

Now what about things that can’t be expected, without Deep Economy? A habitable environment, 
or a just and fair society, for example. If we can’t get these things without Deep Economy, isn’t 

this a threat-based message? Actually, no – I’m saying we will have a habitable planet. And a 
just and fair society. And peace, purpose, and empowerment. Deep Economy is just one 
(essential) component of the path to these things-that-we-will-have-for-sure. 

The only question for you is whether personal participation in Deep Economy is right for you. If it 
isn’t, you can relax. (If it is, you can relax too!) There will be just the right people stepping 
into Deep Economy to ensure that it accomplishes exactly what it needs to. In fact, if it’s not right 
for you, trying to take part from a place of fear or lack will just make things more difficult, for 
you, and for others. (Don’t worry, though – if that happens, it’ll work itself out too!) 

This might sound a little weak-minded. “Everything’s always working out for the best” without 

taking account of things like cancer, or famine, or murder. In fact, Deep Economy is based on a 
deep view of reality that allows for relative perfection and for the existence of 
suffering.  Everything is working out, but that's relative to emptying a massive pool of 
darkness. There’s a lot to that sentence, and much of Deep Reality is concerned with making it 
clearer. A few sentences here won’t be enough to explain in full how this view of reality 
connects to modern science, or to the data of life experience.  

But maybe it’s starting to become clear why we need an approach to economy that has this kind 
of depth. 
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Figure 8. Two Views of Present/Future-based Action. Left panel: A conventional way of looking at 
things. 1) The present moment on planet Earth: here we are! 2) The future looks quite scary. There’s a 

lot of fear. 3) In reaction to fear, we try to ‘do something’ – anything, even.  

Right panel: An alternative, Deep Economy, way of looking at things. 1) The present moment on planet 
Earth: here we are! 2′) Looking deeply enough, for long enough, we discern various kinds of certainty 
about the future. For example, we will realize a new economic world-order, built on security, dignity, 
creativity, and true prosperity. 3′) As in the right panel, scary visions and difficult feelings exist. But 
the certainty discovered in (2′) provides a container to digest these feelings. This process of digestion 
generates energy for the journey to the certain future. In fact, the journey could not take place without 
this energy! In this view, it becomes appropriate to be grateful for the dark feelings.  
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